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Gilles Favarel-Garrigues and Laurent Gayer are the authors of Fiers de punir. Le monde des
justiciers hors-la-loi (Proud to Punish. The World of Outlaw Vigilantes), published in May 2021 by
the Editions du Seuil. They answer our questions about this work and about their respective
research that led them to write this book together.

Your book explores the global landscapes of “rough justice” and discusses the concept of
vigilantism in a comparative perspective. Would you mind defining this concept in a few
words?
The concept of 'vigilantism' finds its origins in the forms of rough justice that developed in the
United States during the nineteenth century. In the South and later in the West, self-styled
punishers organized under the banner of 'Vigilance Committees', while the Spanish term for
watchman, vigilante, started being used to refer to those fighting against horse thieves and
other outlaws, in the face of a formal justice system deemed either absent or ineffective.
Later, the term vigilantism came to designate a social phenomenon with a more global
outreach. It now encompasses initiatives by ordinary citizens determined to deliver their own
brand of justice, in the name of a community of reference, who is also to be their witness.
Claiming to be invested by a popular mandate, these vigilantes do not hesitate to break the law
to defend legal and moral norms. The term 'vigilantisme' is a recent addition in French but we
are not the first scholars to use it: our colleague at CERI, Laurent Fourchard, has helped to
popularize it through his research on South Africa and Nigeria.

What vision of society—and of the world—does the practice of vigilantism convey?
In American history, the archetypical vigilante is an Angry White Man, eager to defend his
family, his property, or his neighbourhood. At the end of the nineteenth century, this form of
rough justice tended to coincide with the history of lynching: at the time, the punishment of
alleged crimes (robberies, rapes) merged with the defence of the prevailing social and racial
order. Since the end of the 1960s, however, these stereotypes have been challenged by
racial minorities, when they set up self-defence groups in deprived inner-cities. Beyond the
United States, vigilantes can be found among merchants and landowning elites determined to
organise themselves against thievery rather than relying on the police. The vision of society
that these vigilantes promote is often laden with prophylactic considerations: by eliminating
people considered to be “parasites”, “scum”, “waste”, they strive for social cleansing.
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You have been working for several years on issues of vigilantism and private justice
in your respective fields of research—in Russia, India, and Pakistan—and you
have set up a research group on these topics. How did you work and write together?
This book owes a lot to the discussions that we have had over the years with our students
and colleagues. The course we teach in the research master’s programme in comparative
politics has played a key role. Indeed, in many regards this class has taken the form of a
research seminar and our students have often been the first public with whom we shared our
hypotheses, our findings, and our doubts. We would like to thank them and recall that
research and teaching both benefit from being thought of in a complementary way.
Beyond this class, we have had the chance of organising several research groups at CERI with
our colleagues and PhD students, as well as through a Joint-Chair with the CERIUM at
the University of Montréal. These collaborations gave us the opportunity to discuss our work
and ongoing research on vigilantism and policing, in France and abroad. They resulted in
the publication of a special issue of the social science journal Politix. We enjoyed writing
the introduction to this special issue together and decided to pursue this collaboration
further. In Fiers de punir, each of us wrote a series of drafts for three chapters but the
rewriting was such a shared undertaking that in the end it is almost impossible to identify who
wrote what!

How did you choose the cases that you study in this book? Can you present them briefly?
Fiers de punir is a book in which the reader gets to travel a lot. We are of course influenced by
our respective fieldwork, in India, Pakistan, and Russia. Many cases discussed in the
book are drawn from these countries, and whenever possible we worked with primary
sources in vernacular languages. However, our ambition was to go beyond our comfort zone
to consider other contemporary forms of vigilantism, from the United States to Asian,
African, and Latin American contexts, without forgetting the current development of
digital vigilantism. In this endeavour, we greatly benefited from recent developments
in the anthropological literature on extra-legal punishments. Finally, we wanted to close
our exploration of the global landscapes of rough justice by considering the French
context, which is not immune to the development of vigilantism, as many recent controversies
have shown: farmers patrolling to defend their horses against attacks, vigilantes laying traps
for alleged paedophiles, youth groups attacking and attempting to lynch Roma in 2019, for
instance.

What general claims result from your respective studies in this book?
One of our ambitions is to draw some sort of continuum of self-justice, with voluntary
and spontaneous forms of vigilantism on one end and punishers in uniforms on the other,
who undertake the state’s dirty work with the at least implicit support of authorities.
These executioners belong to police or military services and hold a mandate that authorises
them to use extrajudicial violence to fight against delinquency or quell opponents. The
death squads that appeared in Brazil in the late 1950s and that were later observed in
several other Latin American countries constitute the archetype of this form of statesponsored rough justice. In contexts such as Duterte’s Philippines, Modi’s India, and
Bolsonaro’s Brazil, we see the emergence of a vigilante state insofar as in these
countries, segments of the political elite denounce the state’s laxity, promote summary
justice, and entrust this task to law enforcement officers who are more or less explicitly
authorised to dispense with legal niceties.
We can easily imagine that studying practices of vigilantism is not self-evident, that as
social science researchers you must take a step back to verify your sources and collected
data...
Each chapter unfolds around three main themes. First, we have paid attention to the statements
of vigilantes appearing in pamphlets, communiqués or interviews, which reflect their worldview
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and conception of justice: how do they justify taking the law in their own hand? Then we
have turned to the use of coercion by these self-styled enforcers. For this purpose, we mainly
used the videos produced and circulated by vigilantes themselves (on Youtube or WhatsApp,
for example) and the reports compiled by observers and law enforcement agencies.
Finally, we were interested in the controversies generated by the vigilantes, who have been
glorified in popular culture (genre movies, comic books, pulp fiction, hagiographical poems,
etc.) as much as they were demonized for their excesses.

You write that the critique of the judicial system inspires some citizens to take the law in their own
hands. But even as they enforce their own brand of summary justice, they replicate the
processes and mimic the rituals of formal judiciary institutions. What do they reproach in the
formal justice system and how do you explain the fact that they often end up imitating it?
All self-appointed avengers, whether they reflect citizens’ initiatives or are supported by the
state, share a deeply rooted distrust toward due process and the rule of law. In every case,
they consider that the judicial system is too slow, too distant, too procedural, or too lenient.
They advocate a form of summary and uncompromising justice. They take charge of the
entire judicial process by acting as investigators, police officers, prosecutors, judges, and
executioners. They administer proof following various regimes of truth and they subscribe to an
exemplary and spectacular form of justice that inflicts bodily pain for purposes of
punishment, deterrence and entertainment.

These self-proclaimed vigilantes are proud of their punitive operations, of their mission. In a
certain way they are also proud of calling into question the monopoly of the state’s
sovereignty on policing and on justice. As you mentioned earlier, this occurs, in certain
circumstances, with the complicity of the state...
In most cases, vigilante justice challenges public authorities by seizing sovereign
prerogatives in the name of law and order. In many incidents of lynching, the police are also
targeted, for example when vigilantes strive to get hold of suspects in custody or when police
officers try to retrieve the body from the crowd. However, in many other instances, the
complicity of the police—keen to get rid of criminals they also deem harmful—is patent.
When it comes to punishers in uniform, the support of authorities for this type of extrajudicial
violence is more obvious but it is never granted. Political protections are always reversible and
are contingent on public controversies fuelled by state-sponsored executioners. Political elites
can indeed easily disassociate themselves from those avengers who have become liabilities.

Interview by Miriam Périer
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